
With Spacia Parquet comes all the effortless style of new Spacia - a 0.55mm LVT collection of 12 

beautiful wood grains in a classic Herringbone Laying Pattern.

2 sizes in 12 designs

Small Parquet
76.2 x 228.6mm

Large Parquet
101.6 x 457.2mm

White Ash
Soft, chalky grains, in pale 
whitened Ash make for 
stylish pattern.

Nordic Oak
Rustic texture and grey 
tones marry well for a 
contemporary look.

Sun Bleached Oak
Weather-worn, warm grey 
wood tones gives a subtle 
distressed style.

Coastal Pine
Greyed-off, varied grains 
and tones add to a 
weathered herringbone.

Available with Barnwood emboss

Honey Oak
Warm mid toned wood 
with golden highlights 
makes for a homely 
modern pattern.

Traditional Oak
Classic beauty, maturity 
and weight creates a 
decorative floor.



UK designed and stocked for quick orders
All Amtico Spacia Parquet designs are available from stock, ready for your order and installation 

schedule.  

Acoustics enhanced
Because we like to go further, we’ve added an acoustic backing option for Spacia Parquet.  With a 
little extra time, we will make to order your choice of Parquet with Amtico Acoustic backing when 

your project calls for enhanced sound reduction.

Get inspired
Use our online Room Visualiser tool to see Spacia Parquet in a larger space. You can also save and 

share roomset images or download CAD files.

Featured Oak
Neutral, soft features in a 
versatile Oak.

Royal Oak
Bold, caramel Oak 
tones with delicate 
knot features revive a 
historical feel.

Blackened Spa Wood
Exciting style in twists of 
stained deep browns and 
blues create an artisan 
feel. 

Pale Ash
Soft, pale shaded Ash 
grains add contemporary 
style to Parquet.

Noble Oak
The large Parquet covers 
a volumous spaces in 
elegant greyed grain

Black Walnut
Rich and warm, small-
scale luxury, a classic 
walnut wood.

Available with Tick emboss

Please note that small samples issued online are standard Spacia 
samples therefore there may be a discrepancy in emboss. This 
dos not effect sample orders placed through Sales Support.


